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ON KUIPER’S CONJECTURE
THOMAS E. CECIL, QUO-SHIN CHI, AND GARY R. JENSEN
Abstract. We prove that any connected proper Dupin hypersur-
face inRn is analytic algebraic and is an open subset of a connected
component of an irreducible algebraic set. We prove the same re-
sult for any connected non-proper Dupin hypersurface in Rn that
satisfies a certain finiteness condition. Hence any taut submani-
fold M in Rn, whose tube Mǫ satisfies this finiteness condition, is
analytic algebraic and is a connected component of an irreducible
algebraic set. In particular, we prove that every taut submanifold
of dimension m ≤ 4 is algebraic.
1. Introduction
An embedding f of a compact, connected manifoldM into Euclidean
space Rn is taut if there is a field F such that every nondegenerate
(Morse) Euclidean distance function,
Lp :M → R, Lp(x) = d(f(x), p)
2, p ∈ Rn,
has β(M,F) critical points on M , where β(M,F) is the sum of the
F-Betti numbers of M . That is, Lp is a perfect Morse function on M .
We can also consider taut embeddings into Sn, in which case we use
spherical distance functions instead of Euclidean distance functions.
Tautness is preserved by stereographic projection, and so the theories
in the two ambient spaces are essentially the same, and we will use
whichever is most appropriate for the particular question at hand.
Examples of taut submanifolds are metric spheres, cyclides of Dupin
(Banchoff [1]), isoparametric hypersurfaces in spheres (Cecil-Ryan [5])
isoparametric submanifolds of higher codimension (Terng [25]), and
compact proper Dupin hypersurfaces (Thorbergsson [27]).
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In a paper published in 1984, Kuiper [13] asked whether all taut
submanifolds of Rn must be real algebraic. The affirmative answer
to this question is now known as Kuiper’s Conjecture. In the 1980’s,
Kuiper’s Conjecture was widely thought to be true, but a proof was
never published. In particular, in 1984 Ulrich Pinkall sent a sketch [17]
of a proof that proper Dupin hypersurfaces are algebraic in a letter to
Tom Cecil, and we wish to thank Professor Pinkall for allowing us to
use his approach to the problem in our work in this paper.
Pinkall’s sketch led us to the local parametrization (5.10) of a gen-
eral proper Dupin hypersurface. We then used ideas from real algebraic
geometry to show that a connected proper Dupin hypersurface is con-
tained in a connected component of an irreducible algebraic subset of
Rn. There are still issues to be resolved to prove Kuiper’s Conjec-
ture, however, because arbitrary taut submanifolds are Dupin, but not
necessarily proper Dupin.
In this paper, we prove Kuiper’s Conjecture for manifolds of dimen-
sion m ≤ 4, and we provide a criterion for algebraicity that may be
useful in proving the conjecture in its entirety. We now discuss the
problem in more detail.
Let M be an immersed hypersurface in Rn or the unit sphere Sn in
Rn+1. A curvature surface of M is a smooth connected submanifold
S such that for each point x ∈ S, the tangent space TxS is equal to a
principal space of the shape operator A of M at x. The hypersurface
M is said to be Dupin if it satisfies the condition
(a) along each curvature surface, the corresponding principal cur-
vature is constant.
The hypersurface M is called proper Dupin if, in addition to condition
(a), it also satisfies the condition
(b) the number g of distinct principal curvatures is constant on M .
Since both of these conditions are invariant under conformal transfor-
mations, stereographic projection allows us to consider our hypersur-
faces in Rn or Sn, whichever is more convenient.
A primary result in this paper, contained in Theorem 31 and Corol-
lary 32, is a proof that any connected proper Dupin hypersurface M
in Rn is analytic algebraic and thus is an open subset of a connected
component of an irreducible algebraic set inRn. IfM is complete, then
it equals the connected component.
Pinkall [19] extended the notions of Dupin and proper Dupin to sub-
manifolds M of Rn of codimension greater than one. In that case, the
principal curvatures are defined on the unit normal bundle UN(M) of
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M in Rn. Using Pinkall’s definition, one can show that a submanifold
M of Rn of codimension greater than one is proper Dupin if and only
if a tube W n−1 over M of sufficiently small radius is a proper Dupin
hypersurface. Since algebraicity is also preserved by the tube con-
struction, Theorem 31 also implies that a proper Dupin submanifold
of arbitrary codimension in Rn is algebraic.
These results can also be extended to non-proper Dupin hypersur-
faces that satisfy what we call the local finiteness property (see Def-
inition 34), which, for example, is implied by the condition that any
point not in the open dense subset G on which the multiplicities of
the principal curvatures are locally constant has a neighborhood that
intersects G in only finitely many components. To our knowledge, this
local finiteness property is satisfied by all known examples of Dupin
hypersurfaces.
Thorbergsson [27] proved that a compact proper Dupin hypersurface
embedded in Rn is taut. Thus, our Theorem 31 shows that these taut
hypersurfaces are algebraic. Conversely, every taut submanifold in Rn
is Dupin (see Miyaoka [14] for hypersurfaces and Pinkall [19] in general),
but not necessarily proper Dupin (see Pinkall [18]). In [19], Pinkall also
showed that the tube Mǫ of radius ǫ around an embedded compact
submanifold M of Rn is Z2-taut if and only if M is Z2-taut. (The field
F = Z2 has proven to work well in the theory of taut submanifolds,
and we will use it exclusively in this paper.)
In Theorem 37, we prove: If M is a compact taut submanifold of
Rn such that the tube Mǫ over M , which is Dupin, satisfies the local
finiteness property, thenM is an analytic submanifold and a connected
component of an irreducible algebraic subset of Rn. The proof of this
theorem shows that the conclusion holds for any analytic taut subman-
ifold M , without the need to assume the local finiteness property on
Mǫ.
In Section 7, we develop the theory of Alexander cohomology, in con-
junction with the notion of ends, for noncompact manifolds needed in
Section 8 to prove that any taut submanifold of dimension 3 or 4 sat-
isfies the local finiteness property given in Theorem 37 and is therefore
algebraic. A key step in this approach is to show that the complement
Z of the focal set F of a taut hypersurface M in Sn is connected, and
that the normal exponential map E from the normal bundle ofM to Sn
restricts to a finite covering map on E−1(Z). These results, together
with the classifications of taut submanifolds of dimensions one and two
due to Banchoff [1], show that Kuiper’s Conjecture is true for taut
submanifolds of dimension m ≤ 4 (Theorem 65). This approach may
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have applications to higher dimensional taut submanifolds, although
we have not been able to extend it further at this time.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the facts needed
about algebraic and semi-algebraic subsets of Rn and explains that
Nash functions are the same as analytic algebraic functions. Our prin-
cipal algebraic tool is contained in Lemma 17, which states that if a
connected analytic submanifold M ⊂ Rn contains a connected open
subset that is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn, then M is an open subset
of a connected component of an irreducible algebraic set.
Section 3 outlines how to calculate the center and radius of a spher-
ical curvature surface in terms of the mean curvature normal.
In Section 4, we present the facts needed about jet spaces and show
that the curvature surface through a point for a principal curvature
of constant multiplicity is determined by the 3-jet at the point of the
embedding.
The proof of Theorem 31 showing that proper Dupin hypersurfaces
are algebraic is contained in Section 5.
In Section 6, we define the local finiteness property and extend the
results of Section 5 to any connected Dupin hypersurface possessing
this finiteness property. We then prove Theorem 37 concerning taut
submanifolds mentioned above.
Finally, in Section 7, we develop the theory of Alexander cohomology
and ends for noncompact manifolds, and in Section 8, we prove that
any taut submanifold of dimension m ≤ 4 in Rn is algebraic.
2. Algebraic Preliminaries
In this section we briefly review the material we need in real algebraic
geometry, referring for details to the book by Bochnak, et al. [3].
Let R[X1, . . . , Xn] denote the ring of all real polynomials in n vari-
ables. If B is any subset of this ring, we denote the set of zeros of B
by
Z(B) = {x ∈ Rn : ∀f ∈ B, f(x) = 0}.
Definition 1. An algebraic subset of Rn is the set of zeros of some
B ⊂ R[X1, . . . , Xn].
Given any subset S of Rn, the set of all polynomials vanishing on S,
denoted
I(S) = {f ∈ R[X1, . . . , Xn] : ∀x ∈ S, f(x) = 0},
is an ideal of R[X1, . . . , Xn]. Ideals of the ring of real polynomials are
finitely generated, which implies that for any algebraic set V of Rn,
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there exists a polynomial f ∈ R[X1, . . . , Xn] such that V = Z(f). In
fact, if f1, . . . , fm generate I(V ), take
f = f 21 + · · ·+ f
2
m.
Definition 2. A semi-algebraic subset of Rn is one which is a finite
union of sets of the form
∩j{x ∈ R
n : Fj(x) ∗ 0},
where * is either < or =, Fj ∈ R[X1, . . . , Xn], and the intersection is
finite. (Fj < 0 is just −Fj > 0. So there is no need to introduce > in
the definition.)
All algebraic sets are certainly semi-algebraic, and Rn itself is given
by the null relation. Another simple example popular in calculus is
{(x, y) : y − 1 + x2 ≤ 0} ∩ {(x, y) : x2 − y ≤ 0},
the area enclosed by the two parabolas.
It follows from the definition that the complement of a semi-algebraic
set is semi-algebraic, and hence a semi-algebraic set take away another
semi-algebraic set leaves a semi-algebraic set.
The following result is proved in [3, Theorem 2.21, p. 26].
Proposition 3. The projection π : Rn → Rk sending x ∈ Rn to its
first k coordinates maps a semi-algebraic set to a semi-algebraic set.
In particular, even though a linear projection does not map an al-
gebraic set to an algebraic set, in general, it does map it to a semi-
algebraic set.
Corollary 4. The (topological) closure and interior of a semi-algebraic
set are semi-algebraic.
A proof is given in [3, Proposition 2.2.2, p. 27].
Definition 5. A map f : S ⊂ Rn → Rk is semi-algebraic if its graph
in Rn ×Rk is a semi-algebraic set.
Corollary 6. The image of a semi-algebraic map f : S ⊂ Rn → Rk is
semi-algebraic, via the composition
graph(f) ⊂ Rn ×Rk → Rk,
where the last map is the projection onto the second summand.
Definition 7. A Nash function is a C∞ semi-algebraic map from an
open semi-algebraic subset of Rn to R.
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Definition 8. A real analytic function f defined on an open semi-
algebraic subset U of Rn is analytic algebraic if it is a solution of a
polynomial equation on U of the form,
(2.1) a0(x)f
s(x) + a1(x)f
s−1(x) + · · ·+ as(x) = 0,
where a0(x) 6= 0, a1(x), · · · , as(x) are polynomials over R
n.
A significant result in the subject is that these two concepts are
equivalent (see [3, Proposition 8.1.8, p. 165]).
Proposition 9. A function is Nash if and only if it is analytic alge-
braic.
The following example will be useful to us later in the paper.
Example 10. For any number ǫ satisfying 0 < ǫ < 1, the open ball
(2.2) Bn(ǫ) = {s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ Rn : |s| < ǫ}
is an open semi-algebraic subset of Rn. The function
(2.3) s0 =
√
1− |s|2
on Bn(ǫ) is analytic algebraic, since (s0(x))2 + a0(x) = 0 on B
n(ǫ),
where a0(x) is the polynomial |s|
2− 1 on Rn. Partial derivatives of all
orders of s0 are analytic algebraic. In fact, an elementary calculation
and induction argument shows that if Di denotes the partial derivative
with respect to si, then
Di1...iks
0 =
ak(s)
(s0)m
where ak(s) is a polynomial on R
n and m is a positive integer. There-
fore,
(s0)2m(Di1...iks
0)2 − ak(s)
2 = 0
is an equation of the form (2.1), since (s0)2 is a polynomial on Rn.
A slight generalization of the single-variable case in [3, Proposition
2.9.1, p. 54], shows that the partial derivatives of any Nash function
are again Nash functions.
Proposition 11. Let f be a Nash function defined on a connected
semi-algebraic open set U in Rn . Then a partial derivative of f of any
order with respect to x = (x1, · · · , xn) ∈ Rn is again a Nash function
on U .
Definition 12. Let S be a semi-algebraic subset ofRn. The dimension
of S, denoted dimS, is the dimension of the ring R = R[x1, · · · , xn]/I(S),
which is the maximal length of chains of prime ideals of R.
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In [3, Proposition 2.8.14, p. 54] it is proved that
Proposition 13. If S is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn that is a C∞
submanifold of Rn of dimension d, then dimS = d.
We denote the topological closure of S by S
top
. Denote the Zariski
closure of S by S
zar
. It is the smallest algebraic set containing S, so
S
zar
= Z(I(S)).
The following plays a central role in our arguments to follow (see [3,
Proposition 2.8.2, p. 50]).
Proposition 14. If S is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn, then
dimS = dim (S
top
) = dim (S
zar
).
Definition 15. An algebraic set V in Rn is irreducible if, whenever
V = F1 ∪ F2, where F1 and F2 are algebraic sets, then V = F1 or
V = F2.
The following facts are in [3, Theorem 2.8.3, p. 50]: Every algebraic
set V is the union, in a unique way, of a finite number of irreducible
algebraic sets V1, . . . , Vp, such that Vi is not a subset of ∪j 6=iVj for
i = 1, . . . , p. The Vi are the irreducible components of V and
dimV = max (dimV1, . . . , dimVp).
An algebraic set V ⊂ Rn is irreducible if and only if the ideal I(V ) is
prime.
Remark 16. Let X be an irreducible real algebraic set in Rn. By [9],
X can be successively blown up to reach its desingularization X∗. Let
π : X∗ → X be the projection. Then the proper transform of X in X∗,
that is, the Zariski closure of the preimage of X with its singular set
removed, is a smooth algebraic set with disjoint smooth connected (al-
gebraic) components X∗1 , . . . , X
∗
s , whose projections in X are called the
connected components of X . We will show these connected components
are semi-algebraic as follows.
X∗1 , . . . , X
∗
s are exactly the irreducible components of the proper
transform of X under π. The morphism π is algebraic. Hence it maps
the algebraic sets X∗i to the connected components of X , which are
therefore semi-algebraic. Note that the proper transform itself is not
affine, but we can always cover it by a finite number of affine charts
and then proceed with our arguments in each chart and take a finite
union.
That the connected components of X are closed follows from the fact
that π is a proper map.
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A real irreducible algebraic set may have several connected compo-
nents of varying dimensions. A good example is a degenerate torus
given by
y2 = x2(x− 1).
The solution set is irreducible since the polynomial is. This irreducible
algebraic set consists of two connected components. One is the curve
that opens toward positive infinity, with vertex at (1, 0). The other is
{(0, 0)}.
The name connected component is standard in real algebraic geom-
etry, but we should realize that these are not always the connected
components in the topological sense. For example, the irreducible al-
gebraic set known as the Cartan umbrella (see [3, pp. 60-61]).
z(x2 + y2)− x3 = 0
is topologically connected, but has two connected components: the
surface z = x3/(x2 + y2) (including the origin) and the z-axis.
If an irreducible algebraic set X in Rn contains a connected analytic
hypersurface M in Rn, then M must be an open subset of one of the
connected components of X . If M is closed, then it must be the whole
connected component.
We can now prove our principal algebraic tool.
Lemma 17. Let M ⊂ Rn be a connected analytic submanifold and
let U ⊂ M be a connected open subset of M . If U is a semi-algebraic
subset of Rn, then M is an open subset of a connected component of
the irreducible algebraic set U
zar
.
Proof. The Zariski closure U
zar
of U is irreducible, because I(U
zar
) =
I(U) is a prime ideal. In fact, suppose f and g are polynomials such
that fg ∈ I(U). If f /∈ I(U), then there exists a point p ∈ U such that
f(p) 6= 0. By continuity, there exists an open subset O of U , containing
p, on which f is never zero. But fg is identically zero on O, so g must
be identically zero on O. Since O is an open subset of U , and since g
is an analytic function on U , it follows that g is identically zero on the
connected set U , that is, g ∈ I(U).
By the same sort of argument, if f ∈ I(U), then f is an analytic
function on M , identically zero on the open subset U , so must be
identically zero on M . Hence M ⊂ Z(I(U)) = U
zar
. 
Definition 18. A semi-algebraic subset M of Rm is a Nash submani-
fold of Rm of dimension n if for every point p ofM , there exists a Nash
diffeomorphism ψ from an open semi-algebraic neighborhood U of the
origin in Rm into an open semi-algebraic neighborhood V of p in Rm
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such that ψ(0) = p and ψ((Rn × {0})∩U) =M ∩ V . Here, by a Nash
diffeomorphism ψ we mean the coordinate functions of ψ and ψ−1 are
Nash functions.
Definition 19. Let M be a Nash submanifold of Rm. A mapping
f : M → R is a Nash mapping if it is semi-algebraic, and for every ψ
in the preceding definition, f ◦ ψ|Rn∩U is a Nash function.
Semi-algebraic subsets of Rn are, in a sense, piecewise algebraically
analytic. This is made precise in the following result (see [3, Proposi-
tion 2.9.0, p. 57]).
Proposition 20. Let S be a semi-algebraic subset of Rn. Then S is
the disjoint union of a finite number of Nash submanifolds Mi of R
n,
each Nash diffeomorphic to an open cube (0, 1)dimMi.
The following lemma is a kind of converse to Lemma 17, in that it
implies that if a C∞ submanifold Ud of Rn is contained in an irre-
ducible algebraic subset of dimension d in Rn, then U is a real analytic
submanifold.
Lemma 21. Let X be a closed semi-algebraic subset of Rn of dimen-
sion d. If there is an open set U of X such that U is a C∞ submanifold
of dimension d in Rn, then around each point p of U there is an open
neighborhood B ⊂ U that is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn.
Proof. By Proposition 20, X is the finite disjoint union of Nash sub-
manifolds, each Nash diffeomorphic to an open cube of some dimension.
Let M1, . . . ,Mk be those Nash submanifolds of dimension d that inter-
sect U . There are such Nash submanifolds, for otherwise, U would be
contained in a finite union of Nash submanifolds of smaller dimensions.
Let Y be the topological closure of the union of M1, . . . ,Mk. Then Y
is semi-algebraic and Y ⊂ X .
U is contained in Y , for otherwise, there would be a point z ∈ U that
is not in Y , so that z stays some distance away from Y . Therefore,
there would be a small open ball D around z in U disjoint from Y ,
which would imply that D is contained in Nash manifolds of smaller
dimensions, because Y contains all the Nash submanifolds of dimension
d not disjoint from U . This is absurd.
The part Y ∗ where Y is not in U is closed. Since p ∈ U , there is a
nonzero shortest distance δ from p to Y ∗. Choose a Euclidean ball B
of radius δ′ < δ centered at p such that B ∩ U is a submanifold of Rn
diffeomorphic to a cube of dimension d, which is possible since U is a
submanifold of Rn.
We claim that B ∩U = B ∩ Y . It is clear that B ∩U ⊂ B ∩ Y since
U ⊂ Y . Suppose w ∈ B ∩ Y . Then w must be in U , because otherwise
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w ∈ Y ∗, so that the distance from p to w would be > δ′ and so w would
not be in B, a contradiction. Hence, w ∈ B ∩ U , proving the claim.
Now that B ∩ U = B ∩ Y , we see that B ∩ U on the one hand is
diffeomorphic to an open cube of dimension d contained in U , and on
the other hand it is semi-algebraic since so are B and Y . 
3. Mean curvature normal
Definition 22. Following Cecil-Ryan [6, p. 140], we say that a sub-
manifold x : V m → Rn, for anym < n, is umbilic if there exists a linear
map ω(x) : T
⊥
x V → R, for every x ∈ V , such that for every Z ∈ T
⊥
x V ,
the shape operator
(3.1) BZ : TxV → TxV is BZ = ω(Z)I.
Let x, ei, eα be a first order frame field on an open set U ⊂ V along
x, which means that the vector fields ei, for i = 1, . . . , m, are tangent
to x(V ) and the eα, for α = m+ 1, . . . , n, are normal to x(V ) at each
point of U . Then
(3.2)
dx =
∑
i
θiei, dei =
∑
j
ωji ej+
∑
α
ωαi eα, deα =
∑
j
ωjαej+
∑
β
ωβαeβ
where the 1-forms ωab = −ω
b
a, for a, b = 1, . . . , n, and
(3.3) ωαi =
∑
i,j
hαijθ
j
for functions hαij = h
α
ji. Then
(3.4) Beα =
∑
i
ωαi ei =
∑
i,j
hαijθ
jei.
A normal vector is given by Z =
∑
α z
αeα, so
BZ =
∑
α
zαBeα =
∑
i,j,α
zαhαijθ
jei.
Definition 23. The mean curvature normal vector field of x is the
normal vector field on V
H =
∑
α
(
1
m
traceBeα)eα =
1
m
∑
α
(∑
i
hαii
)
eα,
which is independent of the choice of orthonormal frame eα in the
normal bundle.
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We see that x is umbilic if and only if Beα = h
αI, for some function
hα, for all α; that is,
ωαi = h
αθi,
for all i, α. When x is umbilic, then the mean curvature normal is
H =
∑
α
hαeα.
Let x : Mn−1 → Rn be a connected immersed hypersurface. Let ξ be
a field of unit normals to x(M) defined on an open subset U ofM , and
let A denote the shape operator corresponding to ξ. If the principal
curvatures are ordered
κ1(p) ≤ · · · ≤ κn−1(p)
for each p ∈ U , then the κi are continuous functions on U (see Ryan
[21, Lemma 2.1, p.271]). If a continuous principal curvature function κ
has constant multiplicity m on U , then κ is smooth on U , as is its m-
dimensional principal distribution Tκ of eigenvectors of A correspond-
ing to the eigenvalue κ (see Nomizu [15] or Singley [23]). Furthermore,
Tκ is integrable and we will refer to Tκ as the principal foliation corre-
sponding to the principal curvature κ.
Proposition 24. Suppose x : Mn−1 → Rn is a connected immersed
hypersurface with a principal curvature function κ of constant multi-
plicity m. If m = 1, suppose further that κ is constant on any leaf V 1
of the principal foliation Tκ of M . For any leaf V
m of Tκ,
i). If κ = 0 and dκ = 0 at each point of V , then x(V ) is an open
subset of an m-plane in Rn.
ii). If κ or dκ is nonzero at some point of V , then x(V ) is an open
subset of an m-sphere in Rn of radius 1/|H| and center at
(3.5) x(p0) +H(p0)/|H|
2,
where p0 is any point in V and H is the mean curvature normal of
x(V m) ⊂ Rn.
Proof. See [6, Theorem 4.5, pp. 140-141 and Theorem 4.8, pp. 145-
147]. 
We shall need an explicit formula for the mean curvature vector H
of V in Proposition 24. Let x, ei, eα, en be a first order frame field
along x, for which en is a unit normal vector field, each vector field
ei ∈ Tκ, where i = 1, . . . , m, and each vector field eα ∈ T
⊥
κ ⊂ TxM ,
where α = m + 1, . . . , n − 1. Then dx =
∑
i θ
iei +
∑
α θ
αeα and
den =
∑n−1
a=1 ω
a
nea and the shape operator Ben : TxM → TxM satisfies
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Benei = κei, for all i, and Beneα ∈ span {eβ}, for all α, since Ben is
self-adjoint. But
(3.6) Ben =
n−1∑
a=1
ωna ea =
∑
i
ωni ei +
∑
α
ωnαeα,
where ωna =
∑n−1
b=1 habθ
b. Therefore,
(3.7) ωni = κθ
i, ωnα =
∑
β
hαβθ
β,
for all i, β; that is, hiα = hαi = 0, for all i, α. In addition, the (n−m−
1)× (n−m− 1) symmetric matrix of functions
(3.8) c = (cαβ) = (hαβ − κδαβ)
is non-singular at every point of V , so has inverse
(3.9) c−1 = (cαβ).
Set
(3.10) dκ =
∑
i
κiθ
i +
∑
α
καθ
α.
Under the hypothesis of Proposition 24, the κi = 0. The κα are the
derivatives of κ normal to the leaves of Tκ. At any point of a leaf V
m
of Tκ, the mean curvature normal of V at the point is
(3.11) H = κen −
∑
α,β
cαβκβ eα.
4. Jets
Definition 25. Smooth maps f, g : Mm → Nn have the same k-jet at
p ∈ M means f(p) = g(p) = q, and for any smooth curve γ : R → M
such that γ(0) = p and any smooth function F : N → R such that
F (q) = 0, the derivatives
(4.1) (F ◦ f ◦ γ)(j)(0) = (F ◦ g ◦ γ)(j)(0)
for all j ≤ k. This defines an equivalence relation on the set of smooth
maps C∞(M,N). If f ∈ C∞(M,N), denote its k-jet at p ∈ M by
jkp (f).
Proposition 26. If f, g ∈ C∞(M,N), then jkp (f) = j
k
p (g) if and only
if for any local coordinate charts U, x = (x1, . . . , xm) about p in M and
V, y = (y1, . . . , yn) about f(p) = g(p) = q in N , all partial derivatives
(4.2) Di1...ijf
α(p) = Di1...ijg
α(p), for all j ≤ k, α = 1, . . . , n,
where fα = yα ◦ f and gα = yα ◦ g.
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Proof. See [4, pp. 20-22]. 
If (p, q) ∈M ×N , let
(4.3) Jkp,q(M,N) = {j
k
p (f) : f ∈ C
∞(M,N), f(p) = q},
and let
(4.4) Jk(M,N) = ∪(p,q)∈M×NJ
k
p,q(M,N)
for each whole number k. This space has a natural C∞ structure with
C∞ projections
(4.5)
Jk(M,N) →M, Jk(M,N) → N
jkp (f) 7→ p j
k
p (f) 7→ f(p).
A map f ∈ C∞(M,N) defines a C∞ section
(4.6)
jk(f) : M → Jk(M,N)
p 7→ jkp (f).
Lemma 27. For any f ∈ C∞(M,N), and p ∈ M , the jet jk+lp (f) ∈
Jk+l(M,N) can be identified with jkp (j
l(f)) ∈ Jk(M,J l(M,N)).
Proof. Local coordinates in M and N determine local coordinates in
J l(M,N) (see [4]), and these give the local expression
(4.7) jl(f) = (p, f,Di1...ijf), j ≤ l.
Then jkp (j
l(f)) is given by the first k partial derivatives of these com-
ponent functions at p, which are, ignoring redundancies, the first k+ l
partial derivatives of f at p. 
It seems justified to abuse notation to express this lemma as
(4.8) jk+lp (f) = j
k
p (j
l(f)),
for any f ∈ C∞(M,N), and p ∈ M .
Remark 28. Let y : V m → Rn be an immersed submanifold. Any first
order frame field
(4.9) y, ei, eα
along y, where ei are tangent, i = 1, . . . , m, and eα are normal, α =
m+1, . . . n, is determined by the 1-jet j1p(y) at each point p ∈ V . Now
(4.10) dy =
∑
i
θiei, dea =
n∑
b=1
ωbaeb, a = 1, . . . , n,
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so the 1-forms θi are determined by the 1-jet of y at each point and the
1-forms ωba are determined by the 2-jet of y at each point, since each
ea is determined by the 1-jet of y. Then
(4.11) ωαi =
∑
j
hαijθ
j ,
where the functions hαij = h
α
ji are determined by the 2-jet of y at each
point. Hence, the shape operators (3.4) are determined by the 2-jet of
y at each point, and thus the shape operator BZ is determined by the
2-jet of y, for any normal vector Z =
∑
α z
αeα.
In terms of our first order frame field (4.9) on U ⊂ V , the character-
istic polynomial of the shape operator Beα of (3.4) is
(4.12) F α(p, z) = det(hα(p)− zI),
for p ∈ U , z ∈ C, where hα(p) = (hαij(p)) is the m × m symmetric
matrix defined in (4.11). Thus, F (p, z) is a polynomial function of
hαij(p) and z, and is determined by the 2-jet of y. The eigenvalues of
Beα are necessarily real, so can be arranged as
(4.13) κα1 (p) ≤ · · · ≤ κ
α
m(p),
for each p ∈ U . These are the roots of F α(p, z). They are continuous
functions on U (see Ryan [21, Lemma 2.1, p. 271]). A slight variation
on Ryan’s argument shows that if καi has constant multiplicity mi on
U , for some i, then it is a rational function of the entries of hα on U .
In particular, καi is determined by the 2-jet of y at each point, so its
derivative dκαi is determined by the 3-jet of y.
Suppose now that x : Mn−1 → Rn is a hypersurface, so that we
can drop the superscript α in the above notation. Suppose that κ is
a principal curvature of constant multiplicity m on U ⊂ M . Then the
functions cαβ in (3.8) and c
αβ of (3.9) depend rationally on the 2-jet of x
at each point and the normal derivatives dκ(eα) = κα depend rationally
on the 3-jet of x at each point. Therefore, the mean curvature vector
H in (3.11) depends rationally on the 3-jet of x at each point.
5. Proper Dupin hypersurfaces are algebraic
We are ready to prove that a proper Dupin hypersurface f : Mn−1 →
Rn is analytic algebraic in the sense that its differentiable structure has
an analytic subatlas with respect to which the immersion into Rn is
analytic algebraic. It follows that each point of M is contained in an
open neighborhood of M that is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn. From
the analyticity and the semi-algebraic neighborhood we can conclude
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that if M is connected, then it is an open subset of an irreducible
algebraic set in Rn of dimension n− 1.
Suppose f has g principal curvatures κ1, . . . , κg, with multiplicities
m1, . . . , mg. Let {1}, . . . , {g} be a partition of the set {1, . . . , n − 1}
into disjoint subsets for which the cardinality of {i} is the multiplicity
mi, for i = 1, . . . , g. By Proposition 24, for any point p ∈ M , the
ith curvature surface through p is either an open subset of a sphere
of dimension mi in R
n or an open subset of a plane of dimension mi.
Inversion in a sphere whose center does not lie on the union of all
these spheres and planes will transform all curvature surfaces of f(M)
to open subsets of spheres. Thus, we may assume that all curvature
surfaces of f are open subsets of spheres of the appropriate dimensions.
Denote the center of the sphere of dimension mi containing the i
th
curvature surface through f(p) by
(5.1) ci(p) ∈ R
n,
and its radius by
(5.2) ri(p) = |f(p)− ci(p)|.
By Proposition 24 and Remark 28, ci(p) is determined by j
3
p(f). If
ea(p), for a ∈ {i}, form an orthonormal basis of principal vectors for
the ith principal curvature, then they are determined by j2p(f).
Lemma 29. For any point p ∈ M , there is an analytic algebraic
parametrization of an open subset about f(p) of the ith curvature surface
through f(p) given by
(5.3) x(si) = ci(p) + s
0
i (si)(f(p)− ci(p)) + ri(p)
∑
a∈{i}
sai ea(p),
where
(5.4) s0i (si) =
√
1− |si|2,
for all si in the open ball B
mi(ǫi) ⊂ R
mi, for some number ǫi satisfying
0 < ǫi < 1. The components of si are denoted s
a
i , for each a ∈ {i}, so
|si|
2 = 1−
∑
a∈{i}
(sai )
2.
The vectors ci(p), f(p), and ea(p), for all a ∈ {i}, are determined by
j3p(f).
The proof is contained in Example 10, which shows that the map
x(si) in (5.3) is algebraic analytic. This lemma is essentially showing
that a sphere of any radius, dimension, and center in Rn is a Nash
submanifold (see [3, Definition 2.9.9, p. 57]).
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Since the map x(si) in (5.3) is an embedding, there exists an embed-
ding xi : B
mi(ǫi)→M such that f(xi(si)) = x(si), for all si ∈ B
mi(ǫi).
Lemma 30. For any si ∈ B
mi(ǫi) in the parametrization (5.3), j
k
xi(si)
(f)
depends analytically algebraically on si and on j
k+3
p (f), for any k ≥ 0.
Proof. For some δ > 0, there exists y : Bn−1−mi(δ) → Y ⊂ M , an
embedded submanifold through y(0) = p transverse to the ith curvature
surface through each of its points. Let ci(y) be the center of the i
th
curvature surface through f(y). Let ej , j = 1, . . . , n− 1, be a smooth
orthonormal frame field of principal vectors on a neighborhood of p.
For each y ∈ Y ,
(5.5) f(xi(si), y) = ci(y) + s
0
i (si)(f(y)− ci(y)) + ri(y)
∑
a∈{i}
sai ea(y)
is a parametrization of a neighborhood of the ith curvature surface
through f(y). Thus, for ǫi and δ sufficiently small, (xi, y) is a parametriza-
tion of a neighborhood of p in M .
From (5.5) we see that the partial derivatives of f with respect to the
si variables at (si, y) depend on j
3
(0,y)(f) and analytically algebraically
on si, since all partial derivatives of s
0
i (si) are analytic algebraic (see
Example 10). Again from (5.5) we see that the partial derivatives of
f with respect to the y variables at (si, y) depend analytically alge-
braically on si and on j
1
(0,y)(ci), j
1
(0,y)(f), j
1
(0,y)(ri), and j
1
(0,y)(ea), for all
a ∈ {i}. Since ci(0, y), f(0, y), ri(0, y), and the ea(0, y) are determined
by j3(0,y)(f), it follows that their 1-jets are determined by
(5.6) j1(0,y)(j
3(f)) = j4(0,y)(f).
Taking higher derivatives of (5.5) in this way, we see that jk(xi(si),p)(f)
depends analytically algebraically on si and on
(5.7) jkp (j
3(f)) = jk+3p (f).

Theorem 31. For any point p ∈ M , there exists an analytic alge-
braic parametrization of a neighborhood of f(p) in f(M) ⊂ Rn, where
analytic algebraic means that the component functions are analytic al-
gebraic. This collection of analytic algebraic parametrizations defines
an analytic structure on M with respect to which f is analytic. In addi-
tion, it shows that any point p ∈ M has an open neighborhood U ⊂ M
such that f(U) is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn.
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Proof. The idea is to iterate parametrizations along curvature surfaces,
starting with the first. Choose a point p ∈ M . Setting i = 1 in equa-
tion (5.3) gives an analytic algebraic parametrization of a neighborhood
of f(p) of the first curvature surface through p. To simplify the fol-
lowing notation, we will write f(s1) in place of f(x1(s1)), and likewise
c2(s1)), r2(s1)), and eb(s1) without showing explicitly the composition
with the map x1(s1), etc.
For each s1, parametrize a neighborhood of the second curvature
surface through f(s1) by
(5.8) f(s1, s2) = c2(s1) + s
0
2(s2)(f(s1)− c2(s1)) + r2(s1)
∑
b∈{2}
sb2eb(s1)
where c2(s1), f(s1), and eb(s1), b ∈ {2}, are determined by j
3
s1
(f), which
in turn depends analytically algebraically on s1 and j
3
p(j
3(f)) = j6p(f),
by Lemma 30.
If g > 2, then one more step should make the iteration clear. For
each s1, s2 ∈ B1(ǫ1)×B2(ǫ2), parametrize a neighborhood of the third
curvature surface through f(s1, s2) by
(5.9)
f(s1, s2, s3) = c3(s1, s2) + s
0
3(s3)(f(s1, s2)− c3(s1, s2))
+r3(s1, s2)
∑
c∈{3} s
c
3ec(s1, s2).
Now c3(s1, s2), f(s1, s2), and ec(s1, s2) are determined by j
3
(s1,s2)
(f),
which in turn depends analytically algebraically on s2 and
j3(s1,0)(j
3(f)) = j6(s1,0)(f),
which in turn depends analytically algebraically on s1 and
j3p(j
6(f)) = j9p(f).
Continuing in this way, we parametrize a neighborhood of the gth
curvature surface through f(s1, . . . , sg−1) by
(5.10)
f(s1, . . . , sg) = cg(s1, . . . , sg−1)
+s0g(sg)(f(s1, . . . , sg−1)− cg(s1, . . . , sg−1))
+rg(s1, . . . , sg−1)
∑
d∈{g} s
d
ged(s1, . . . , sg−1),
which is analytic algebraic in (s1, . . . , sg) ∈ B
m1(ǫ1) × · · · × B
mg(ǫg)
and depends on the finite set of constants determined by j3gp (f). By
a standard argument (see, for example, Thorbergsson [27, p. 497]),
f(s1, . . . , sg) parametrizes a neighborhood of p ∈M .
Finally, since a finite product of open balls is a semi-algebraic subset
of Rn−1, its image under the analytic algebraic map (5.10) is a semi-
algebraic subset of Rn. 
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Corollary 32. A connected proper Dupin hypersurface M in Rn is an
open subset of a connected component of the irreducible algebraic set
M
zar
of dimension n− 1.
Proof. By the theorem, for any point p ∈ M , there is an open neigh-
borhood U ⊂ M of the point that is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn.
The result now follows from Lemma 17. 
A slightly more general result holds that we shall apply to Dupin
hypersurfaces.
Corollary 33. If a connected analytic hypersurface N ⊂ Rn contains
a connected proper Dupin hypersurface M , then N is an open subset
of the connected component of an irreducible algebraic set that contains
M .
Proof. An open subset of M is open in N , so the result follows from
Lemma 17. 
6. Kuiper’s Conjecture
As observed in the Introduction, Kuiper’s Conjecture would be proved
if we could prove that any connected non-proper Dupin hypersurface
in Rn is algebraic.
A connected Dupin hypersurface M in Rn has an open dense subset
G such that each connected component of G is proper Dupin. In fact,
G is the set on which the multiplicities of the principal curvatures are
locally constant ([23]). Decompose G into its at most countably many
disjoint connected components G1, G2, G3, . . .. By Corollary 33, if the
Dupin hypersurface M were an analytic submanifold of Rn, then, since
it contains the connected proper Dupin hypersurface G1, it would be
contained in an irreducible algebraic set of dimension n − 1. Hence,
our goal is to prove that M is an analytic hypersurface of Rn.
Let Gc denote the complement of G in M . It is the set of points in
M that do not have a proper Dupin neighborhood. For example, let
T 2 ⊂ R3 be a torus of revolution, and let M3 ⊂ R4 = R3 × R be
a tube over T 2 in R4 of sufficiently small radius ǫ so that M3 is an
embedded hypersurface in R4. Then M3 is a Dupin hypersurface that
is not proper Dupin. M3 has three distinct principal curvatures at all
points except for the two tori T 2 × {±ǫ} on which there are only two
distinct principal curvatures. In this case, the set G is all of M3 except
T 2 × {±ǫ}, and Gc equals T 2 × {±ǫ}. See [6, p. 188].
Definition 34. A connected Dupin hypersurfaceM ofRn has the local
finiteness property if there is a subset S ⊂ Gc, closed in M , such that
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S disconnects M into only a finite number of connected components,
and for each point p ∈ Gc not in S, there is an open neighborhood W
of p in M such that W ∩G contains a finite number of connected open
sets whose union is dense in W . We call S the set of bad points in Gc.
For instance, if Gc is a finite union of compact, connected submani-
folds, or more generally, is a locally finite CW complex, thenM has the
local finiteness property. An example with nonempty S is a set Gc that
consists of the boundaries of an infinite nested sequence T1, T2, . . . , of
open neighborhoods, with the closure of Tn+1 properly contained in Tn,
such that the intersection S = ∩nTn is a submanifold of codimension
greater than one in M .
Theorem 35. Let M be a connected Dupin hypersurface in Rn. If M
has the local finiteness property, then it is an analytic submanifold of
Rn, and is therefore contained in a connected component of dimension
n− 1 of an irreducible algebraic set.
Proof. Let G ⊂ M be the open dense subset of M whose connected
components are proper Dupin hypersurfaces in Rn. Let S ⊂ Gc be the
set of bad points in Gc. By the local finiteness property, each point
p ∈ Gc not in S has a neighborhood W , open in M , such that W ∩ G
contains a finite number of connected open sets U1, . . . , Us, whose union
is dense in W . Note that G dense in M implies that
W ⊂ ∪s1U i,
where U i is the topological closure of Ui in M . By Corollary 33, each
Ui is contained in an irreducible algebraic set Ci. Then U i is a subset
of Ci since Ci is closed. Hence,
W ⊂ ∪s1U i ⊂ ∪
s
1Ci,
which is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn.
By Lemma 21, since W is a C∞-manifold, there is a connected open
semi-algebraic subset U of ∪s1Ci contained in W with p ∈ U . The
intersection B of U with any open ball of Rn centered at p is still an
open subset of M and a semi-algebraic subset. Thus, we may assume
B is so small that it is the graph of h : D → R for some open set
D ⊂ Rn−1 by performing a linear change of coordinates (x1, . . . , xn) in
Rn if necessary. Since the projection
π : (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x1, . . . , xn−1),
which is semi-algebraic, sends B to D, we see D is a semi-algebraic
subset of Rn−1. Thus, the map h is semi-algebraic, because its graph
{(x, h(x)) : x ∈ D} = B
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is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn. Therefore, h is a Nash function and
so it must be analytic algebraic as noted in Proposition 9, and the map
H : D → B, H(x) = (x, h(x))
is an analytic algebraic parametrization of the open neighborhood B ⊂
M about p. Since p ∈ Gc \ S was arbitrary, and since every point of
G has a neighborhood with an analytic algebraic parametrization by
Theorem 31, it follows that M \ S is an analytic submanifold of Rn.
SinceM\S has a finite number of connected components, each of which
contains an open subset that is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn, it follows
that M \ S is contained in the union C of finitely many irreducible
algebraic sets. Then M is contained in the topological closure of M \S
which in turn must be contained in the closed set C.
Now let q be any point in S and consider M itself as an open neigh-
borhood about q. Then M is a C∞ manifold contained in the semi-
algebraic set C. Apply the above argument to conclude that some
open neighborhood of q in M is the image of an analytic algebraic
parametrization. Hence, every point ofM has an analytic parametriza-
tion, and M is an analytic hypersurface of Rn. 
Question 36. Is the local finiteness property true for any connected
Dupin hypersurface in Rn?
If the answer is yes, then we could resolve Kuiper’s conjecture for
taut submanifolds of Rn in the following manner.
First note that Pinkall [19] extended the notion of Dupin to subman-
ifolds in Rn of codimension greater than one as follows. Let M be a
submanifold in Rn of codimension greater than one, and let UN(M)
denote the unit normal bundle of M in Rn. A curvature surface of M
is a connected submanifold S ⊂ M for which there is a parallel (with
respect to the normal connection) section η : S → UN(M) such that
for each x ∈ S, the tangent space TxS is equal to some principal space
of the shape operator Aη(x). The corresponding principal curvature
κ : S → R is then a smooth function on S. Pinkall calls a submani-
fold M of codimension greater than one Dupin if along each curvature
surface, the corresponding principal curvature is constant. This defi-
nition is equivalent to Pinkall’s [18] Lie sphere geometric definition of
the Dupin property in terms of the Legendre lift of M , and of course,
it agrees with the usual definition of a Dupin hypersurface in the case
of codimension one.
Pinkall [19] then proved that a taut submanifold of Rn must be
Dupin, although not necessarily proper Dupin. He also proved that if
M is an embedded taut compact submanifold in Rn and Mǫ is a tube
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over M of sufficiently small radius that Mǫ is an embedded hypersur-
face in Rn, then M is Dupin if and only if Mǫ is Dupin (since their
Legendre lifts are Lie equivalent [18]), and M is taut (with respect to
Z2-homology) if and only if Mǫ is taut.
We now prove that a taut submanifold M in Rn is algebraic if the
local finiteness property holds on the tube Mǫ.
Theorem 37. (a) If Mn−1 is a connected, compact taut hypersurface
in Rn that satisfies the local finiteness property, then Mn−1 is an ana-
lytic submanifold and a connected component of an irreducible algebraic
subset of Rn.
(b) If Mm is a connected, compact taut submanifold of codimension
greater than one in Rn such that the tube Mǫ over M , which is Dupin,
satisfies the local finiteness property, then M is an analytic submanifold
and a connected component of an irreducible algebraic subset of Rn.
Proof. (a) Since a taut hypersurface must be Dupin, this follows im-
mediately from Theorem 35.
(b) Let M be an embedded taut connected, compact submanifold in
Rn and let Mǫ be a tube over M of sufficiently small radius that Mǫ
is an embedded hypersurface in Rn. Then Mǫ is a Dupin hypersur-
face by the work of Pinkall [19] mentioned above. Thus Mǫ ⊂ R
n is
semi-algebraic by Theorem 35, since Mǫ satisfies the local finiteness
property. Consider the focal map Fǫ : Mǫ →M ⊂ R
n given by
Fǫ(x) = x− ǫξ,
where ξ is the outward field of unit normals to the tube Mǫ. Any point
of Mǫ has an open neighborhood U parametrized by an analytic alge-
braic map. By Proposition 11, the first derivatives of this parametriza-
tion are also analytic algebraic, and thus the Gram-Schmidt process
applied to these first derivatives and some constant non-tangential vec-
tor produces the vector field ξ and shows that ξ is analytic algebraic on
U . Hence Fǫ is analytic algebraic on U and so the image Fǫ(U) ⊂ M
is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn. Covering Mǫ by finitely many sets of
this form U , we see that M , being the union of their images under Fǫ,
is a semi-algebraic subset of Rn. Then M
zar
is an irreducible algebraic
of the same dimension as M and contains M . 
The preceding proof uses the finiteness condition on the tube Mǫ to
prove that Mǫ is analytic via Theorem 35. This will also follow from
the assumption that M itself is analytic. Thus we have the following
result.
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Corollary 38. If M is an analytic connected, compact taut submani-
fold of Rn, then M is a connected component of an irreducible algebraic
subset of Rn.
7. Alexander Cohomology
We now begin our work to show that the local finiteness property is
satisfied by taut hypersurfaces satisfying certain additional restrictions
on their dimensions and the multiplicities of their principal curvatures.
A principal tool in our work is the theory of Alexander cohomology for
noncompact manifolds. We begin with the following definition.
Definition 39. An end of a noncompact manifold X is an equiva-
lence class of sequences of connected open neighborhoods X,U1, U2, . . .,
where Un+1 ⊂ Un, such that the intersection of the closures of these sets
is the empty set, subject to the equivalence relation (X,U1, U2, . . .) ∼
(X,W1,W2, . . .) if for each Ui there is a j with Ui ⊂ Wj , and for each
Wk there is an m such that Wk ⊂ Um.
Though the definition is intuitive, another equivalent intrinsic defi-
nition is often more convenient to work with.
Definition 40. An end of a noncompact manifold X is a function ǫ
which assigns each compact set K ⊂ X to a subset of X such that
ǫ(K) is a connected component of X \ K for each K, and if K ⊂ L
then ǫ(L) ⊂ ǫ(K).
For a proof that these two definitions are equivalent, see [11, Propo-
sition 9, p. 9].
We can “glue” the ends of X to X to make the resulting space
compact (see [20]). In particular, the set of ends is not empty by the
noncompactness of X .
Definition 41. Let S be a closed subset of a manifold M . The k-th
Alexander cohomology group is defined to be
H
k
(S) := lim
→
Hk(V ),
where Hk(V ) is the usual k-th singular cohomology group of V (with,
say, the coefficient ring Z2; in fact, all commutative rings with identity
suffice), and lim→ denotes taking the direct limit over the directed
system of open sets V containing S in the ambient space M .
In other words, we define H
k
(S) to be the set of equivalence classes
of the disjoint union of Hk(V ), for all open V containing S, where aU ∈
Hk(U) and aV ∈ H
k(V ) are considered equivalent if there is a third
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open set W containing S, where W is contained in both U and V , with
the inclusion maps ιUW : W → U and ι
V
W : W → V , and the pullback
morphisms (ιUW )
∗ : Hk(U) → Hk(W ) and (ιVW )
∗ : Hk(V ) → Hk(W ),
such that (ιUW )
∗(aU) = (ι
V
W )
∗(aV ).
Let us look at H
0
(S) to gain some insight. First observe that
if W ⊂ U are two open neighborhoods of S, then the morphism
(rUW )
∗ : H0(U) → H0(W ) induced by the inclusion rUW : W → U is
nothing other than restricting an element aU ∈ H
0(U), which is a Z2-
valued locally constant function, to the same function on W . Hence,
aU ∈ H
0(U) and aV ∈ H
0(V ) are equivalent in the definition of the
Alexander cohomology group H
0
(S) if and only if there is a smaller
open neighborhood W of S contained in both U and V such that the
two Z2-valued functions aU and aV restrict to the same function on W .
In other words, H
0
(S) is the ring of germs of locally constant Z2-valued
functions around S.
Here, for any topological space X , a function f from X to Z2 is said
to be locally constant if there is an open covering U of X such that f
is constant on each element of U .
Theorem 42. H
0
(S) is the Z2-module of locally constant functions
from S to Z2. In particular, if all the (topological) connected compo-
nents of S are open in S, then the rank of H
0
(S) is identified with the
cardinality of the (topological) connected components.
For a proof, see Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 in [24, p. 309-310].
Corollary 43. Let M be a compact and simply connected manifold.
Let S ⊂ M be a compact subset which disconnects M \ S into α con-
nected components. Suppose all the connected components of S are
open (whose cardinality is necessarily a finite number m) in S. Then
the number of ends ǫ of X = M \ S is finite, and
(7.1) ǫ = α +m− 1.
Proof. First of all, observe that the number of (topological) connected
components of S is finite, since S is the disjoint union of these open
components and S is compact; let this number be m. Therefore, by
Theorem 42, the rank of H
0
(S) is m.
We claim that the number ǫ of ends of X is finite. Suppose ǫ = ∞.
Then there is a decreasing sequence of open sets W1,W2, . . . in X such
that X \ Wj is compact, ∩jW j = ∅, and the number of unbounded
connected components of Wj is an increasing sequence diverging to
infinity (W is the closure of W ). (By [10, Theorem 3.9, p. 111], each of
Wj has finitely many unbounded connected components, since X \Wj
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is compact.) Let nj be the number of connected components of Wj.
Let Uj = Wj ∪ S. Then Uj is a neighborhood of S in M since Uj =
M \ (X \Wj). Let mj be the number of connected components of Uj
in M .
Observe that since M is covered by the open sets M \S and Uj , the
Mayer-Vietoris sequence, with H1(M) = 0 by simple connectedness,
says
0← H0(Uj \ S)← H
0(M \ S)⊕H0(Uj)← H
0(M)← 0
so that
nj = dimH
0(Uj \ S) = dimH
0(M \ S) + dimH0(Uj)− 1(7.2)
= α +mj − 1.
It follows that the sequence {mj} also diverges to ∞. Now the
direct limit in the definition of Alexander cohomology can be taken
over the directed system U1, U2, . . . in place of the system of all open
neighborhoods of S. This is because for each open neighborhood U
of S, there is a Wj ⊂ U \ S, and hence a Uj ⊂ U , such that if we
define a
j
∈ H0(Uj) to be the restriction of aU ∈ H
0(U) on Uj , then
[aU ] = [aUj ] ∈ H
0
(S).
The restriction maps rj : Uj+1 → Uj induce the restriction mor-
phisms
(rj)
∗ : H0(Uj)→ H
0(Uj+1).
Moreover, aj ∈ H
0(Uj) is identified with aj+1 ∈ H
0(Uj+1) if and only
if aj+1 = (rj)
∗(aj). Then
(rj)
∗ : ⊕Z2 → ⊕Z2,
where the domain ring consists of mj copies of Z2 and the target ring
of mj+1 copies with mj < mj+1.
Starting withH0(U1), which has cardinality 2
m1 , (r1)
∗(U1) is of cardi-
nality no greater than 2m1 in the spaceH0(U2) of cardinality 2
m2 > 2m1 ,
(r2)
∗(r1)
∗(U1) is of cardinality at most 2
m1 in the space H0(U3) of car-
dinality 2m3 > 2m1 , etc. Now pick one element a2 in H
0(U2) not in the
image of H0(U1) under (r1)
∗, an element a3 not in the image of H
0(U1)
under (r2)
∗(r1)
∗, etc. Then (a2, a3, · · · ) is not equal to any element in
H
0
(S) whose representative comes from H0(U1). Continuing in this
fashion, we can construct an infinite number of distinct elements in
H
0
(S), since m1 < m2 < · · · increasingly diverge to infinity. The up-
shot is that this implies that the cardinality of H
0
(S) is infinite, which
contradicts the fact that it is equal to 2m.
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The contradiction proves that the number ǫ of ends is finite. It
follows that, since nj is the number of connected components of Wj,
then nj = ǫ for sufficiently large j, so that (7.2) gives
mj = 1 + ǫ− α
for sufficiently large j.
In the case when m = 1, i.e., when S is connected, we have mj = 1
for large j, since the closure of each of the finite ends intersects S
(or else it would not be an end), so that in fact the union of each
end with S is connected, and so Uj , being the union of all Wj and S,
with Wj composed of the ends, is connected. In general, since all the
components of S are open, we can separate them by disjoint open sets
in M and hence can work on each component to conclude that in fact
mj = m for large j, from which we derive
ǫ = α +m− 1.

We assume in the preceding corollary that H1(M) = 0 only for
simplicity. When H1(M) 6= 0, we have the connecting homomorphism
← H1(M)← H0(Uj \ S)←
when chasing upward the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, so that in fact
(7.3) nj = α +mj − 1 + δj
with δj the dimension of the image of H
0(Uj \ S) via the connecting
homomorphism. Clearly
δj ≤ b1,
where b1 is the first Betti number of M .
By the same reasoning as above we see that nj, mj , δj eventually
stabilize, so that we have
(7.4) ǫ = α +m− 1 + δ
with δ ≤ b1. We conclude the following.
Corollary 44. Let S be a closed set in a compact manifold M . Sup-
pose all the (topological) connected components of S are open (and so
necessarily of finite cardinality m) in S, and suppose the number of
ends of X = M \ S is finite with cardinality ǫ. Then the number of
connected components of X is no greater than ǫ−m+ 1.
Proof. In Equation (7.4)
α = ǫ−m+ 1− δ ≤ ǫ−m+ 1.

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Remark 45. It is important to observe that we calculated Alexander
cohomology under the assumption that the connected components of S
are all open in S. Conversely, when we know in advance that the num-
ber of ends ofX is finite, we can assert that the (topological) connected
components of S are all open in S. (As long as S is closed, M need not
be compact.) This is because (7.3) and the finite cardinality of ends
imply that the numbers mj are always bounded above by a constant ρ.
(Note, in particular, that the number of connected components of X ,
which is α in (7.3), is then always finite.) Fix a large j in the process
and suppose the open set Uj decomposes into β connected components
Uj1, · · · , Ujβ. We may assume all Sk := Ujk ∩ S 6= ∅, 1 ≤ k ≤ β; or
else we ignore those having empty intersection with S and redefine Uj
to be the union of those intersecting S. Then for Uj+1 ⊂ Uj, since
S ⊂ Uj+1, none of the Uj+1,k := Uj+1 ∩ Ujk, 1 ≤ k ≤ β, are empty. It
follows that Uj+1 consists of at least β connected components. Hence
mj ≤ mj+1 ≤ · · · ≤ ρ. This implies that eventually all large mt are
equal to a fixed number m. Fix such t. The m connected components
of Ut intersect S in m nonempty disjoint sets S1, . . . , Sm, which in turn
are contained in the m connected components of all Ur, r ≥ t, by the
process. Note that the restriction morphisms (rt)
∗ are all isomorphisms
for large t. Hence the rank of H
0
(S) is m, which is the rank of the
module of locally constant functions on S. Now the sets S1, . . . , Sm are
both open and closed in S, and they form an open covering. It fol-
lows that the locally constant functions on S1, . . . , Sm already exhaust
H
0
(S). Each Sj must be connected, or else, we could cut it up into
two disjoint nonempty open sets to find a refined open covering with
m + 1 open sets, contradicting the rank of H
0
(S) being m. Hence all
S1, . . . , Sm are open connected components.
Definition 46. The set S is called the end set of X = M \S. If X has
h ends, then there is an open neighborhood of U of S such that for any
open neighborhood V of S contained in U , V \ S has h (unbounded)
connected components, each of which corresponds uniquely to an end.
We call these components the end components of X .
8. Application to Compact Taut Submanifolds
We begin this section by recalling some fundamental facts about taut
embeddings. An embedded compact, connected submanifold M ⊂ Rn
is taut if every nondegenerate Euclidean distance function,
Lp : M → R, Lp(x) = d(x, p)
2, p ∈ Rn,
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has β(M,Z2) critical points on M , where β(M,Z2) is the sum of the
Z2-Betti numbers of M . That is, Lp is a perfect Morse function on M .
Kuiper [12] showed that a compact, connected submanifold M ⊂ Rn
is taut if and only ifM satisfies the following condition: for every closed
ball B ⊂ Rn the homorphism on homology
(8.1) H∗(B ∩M,Z2)→ H∗(M,Z2)
induced by the inclusion of (B ∩M) ⊂ M is injective for all r ∈ R.
Tautness is invariant under Mo¨bius transformations of Rn ∪ {∞}.
Further, a compact submanifold M ⊂ Rn is taut if and only if the
embedding σ(M) ⊂ Sn, where σ : Rn → Sn − {P}, P ∈ Sn, is stere-
ographic projection, is taut in Sn, where spherical distance functions
dp are used instead of Euclidean distance functions Lp. In this section,
we will consider submanifolds of Sn instead of Rn for various reasons,
including the fact that a focal point cannot vanish to infinity in Sn.
Since a spherical distance function dp(q) = cos
−1(p · q) has the
same critical points as the Euclidean height function ℓp(q) = p · q,
for p, q ∈ Sn, a compact submanifold M ⊂ Sn is taut if and only if it is
tight, i.e., every nondegenerate height function ℓp has β(M,Z2) critical
points on M . It is often simpler to use height functions rather than
spherical distance functions when studying tautness for submanifolds
of Sn, and we will use whichever type of function is most convenient
for our argument.
We now come to a fundamental result on taut submanifolds due to
Ozawa [16].
Theorem 47 (Ozawa). LetM be a taut compact connected submanifold
embedded in Sn, and let ℓp, p ∈ S
n, be a linear height function on M .
Let x ∈M be a critical point of ℓp, and let S be the connected component
of the critical set of ℓp that contains x. Then S is
(a) a smooth compact manifold of dimension equal to the nullity of the
Hessian of ℓp at x;
(b) nondegenerate as a critical manifold;
(c) taut in Sn.
We call such a connected component of the critical set of ℓp a critical
submanifold of ℓp.
Remark 48. Terng and Thorbergsson [26, p.190] generalized the notion
of tautness to submanifolds of arbitrary complete Riemannian mani-
folds and proved an analogue of Ozawa’s Theorem in that context.
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Let M be a compact taut hypersurface in Sn. Consider the normal
exponential map E : M × (−π, π)→ Sn, where
E : (p, t) 7→ cos(t)p+ sin(t)n,
with n the chosen unit normal field of M . Here, E is smooth at points
where t = −π, π.
A point q = E(p, t) is called a focal point of multiplicity m > 0 of
M at p if the nullity of the derivative E∗ is equal to m at (p, t). The
set of all focal points is the focal set F of M . The focal points at
p are antipodally symmetric on the circle E(p, t) with each principal
curvature of the form cot(t) for some t 6= 0. Let Z be the complement
of F in Sn.
Lemma 49. Z is connected in Sn.
Proof. By Federer’s version of Sard’s theorem [8, Theorem 3.4.3, p.316],
the image of the critical points of a given smooth function f : Rt → Rs,
at which the rank of the derivative is less than or equal to ν, is of Hν-
measure 0, where Hν denotes the Hausdorff ν-dimensional measure.
Label the principal curvature functions by λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn−1.
It is known that λj are Lipschitz-continuous, because the principal
curvature functions on the linear space S of all symmetric matrices are
Lipschitz-continuous by general matrix theory (see, for example, [2, p.
64]) and the fact that the Hessian of M is a smooth function from M
into S. Let cot(tj) := λj , 0 < tj < π. We know that the focal maps
(8.2) fj(p) = cos(tj)p+ sin(tj)n
are Lipschitz-continuous and are smooth on a dense open set.
For each i, let Oi be the open subset ofM on which λi has multiplicity
1. (Oi could be empty.) Then Oi consists of countably many open
components Oij, j = 1, 2, . . ., such that the restriction of fi to (Oij) is
an embedded submanifold of dimension n − 2. This follows from the
fact that λi is constant on its lines of curvature on each Oij by the
Dupin condition.
Let Zi be the complement of Oi in M . (Zi could be empty.) At each
point p of Zi, the principal curvature cot(ti) must have multiplicity at
least 2, and so the normal exponential map E has rank ≤ n− 2 at the
point (p, ti). Thus the focal point fi(p) lies in the singular value set K
of points for which the derivative of E has rank ≤ n− 2.
We conclude that the entire focal set F is composed of the countably
many embedded submanifolds fi(Oij) of dimension n−2, their antipo-
dal sets and the set K which has Hausdorff (n−2)-measure zero by Fed-
erer’s theorem quoted above. Therefore, the Hausdorff (n−1)-measure
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of the whole focal set F is zero, which implies that the complement Z
of F is connected (see [22, p. 269]). 
Away from F , the map E is a local diffeomorphism. For each 0 ≤
m ≤ n − 1, we let Wm be the set of points (p, t) in E
−1(Z) for which
the spherical distance function dq, where q = E(p, t), has index m at
p. Then the tautness of M implies that
E :Wm → Z
is a degree bm (regular) covering map, where bm is the m-th Betti
number. Therefore, by the connectedness of Z, the setWm decomposes
into finitely many (connected) covering sheets Wm1,Wm2, . . . ,Wmsm
onto Z, where sm ≤ bm. Note, in particular, that Wm 6= ∅ if and only
if bm 6= 0. Further, since W0 and Wn−1 are both strips around the
0-section M × {0}, we will not consider m = 0 or m = n − 1. Thus,
we will consider only those m with 0 < m < n− 1, such that bm 6= 0.
For such values of m, Wm will be composed of connected components
either in M × (0, π) or M × (−π, 0). We denote by W+mj those Wmj
contained in M × (0, π). We set W+m := ∪jW
+
mj .
Lemma 50. All the (topological) connected components of F are open
in F . In particular, the number of ends of Z is finite.
Proof. Since each fj(M), 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, defined in (8.2) is compact
and path-connected in Sn, we can group them and the sets antipodal to
them into classes where the union of those fj(M) in each class is path-
connected whereas the unions from different classes are disjoint. Call
these disjoint unions X1, . . . , Xr, each of which, being a finite union
of compact sets, is closed in Sn and path-connected. Hence by the
Urysohn separation lemma, there are disjoint open sets O1, . . . , Or that
contain X1, . . . , Xr, respectively. This means that each (topological)
component, now being just the path-connected components, are open
in the relative topology. The conclusion follows by Corollary 43 since
the ambient sphere is simply connected and F does not disconnect Sn
so that α = 1 in (7.1). The number of ends of Z equals the number of
path-connected components of F . 
Corollary 51. Each W+mj has a finite number of ends.
Proof. This follows since E : W+mj → Z is a proper map because it is a
covering map of finite degree and Z has a finite number of ends. 
Let pr : M × (−π, π) → M be the projection. Since pr is an open
map, the sets
(8.3) U+mj := pr(W
+
mj)
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are open and connected in M . We also set
(8.4) U+m := ∪jU
+
mj = pr(W
+
m).
It is clear that W−m and U
−
m can be similarly defined on M × (−π, 0).
Definition 52. We define (U∗m)
+ to be the collection of all x for which
there exists a t > 0 such that (x, t) is a regular point of the normal
exponential map E, and the spherical distance function dy, where y =
E(x, t), has index m at x.
Note that U+m ⊂ (U
∗
m)
+ by definition. Further, any point p in
the complement (U∗m)
+ \ U+m satisfies the condition that every q =
E(p, t), t > 0, on the normal exponential circle, such that dq has a non-
degenerate critical point of index m at p, is a focal point of some other
point in M .
Lemma 53. (U∗m)
+ is open in M .
Proof. This follows from the property that E is a local diffeomorphism
around (x, t), t > 0, so that E(x, t) is nonfocal along the normal expo-
nential circle. Hence, for a point (x′, t′) near (x, t), the point E(x′, t′)
is also nonfocal along the respective normal exponential circle. Now,
dy has index m at the nondegenerate critical point x. When x
′ is suffi-
ciently close to x, the function dy′ , y
′ = E(x′, t′), is a slight perturbation
of dy. Since x
′ is a nondegenerate critical point of dy′ and since non-
degenerate critical points are locally structurally stable, dy′ must also
have index m at x′, so that x′ ∈ (U∗m)
+. 
We introduce a space slightly larger than W+mj as follows. Observe
that any two points (p, t1), (p, t2) in Wmj lie on an interval in the set
{p}×(0, π) between two adjacent critical points of the map E. However,
it should be noted that, in general, there might exist points (p, t) on
the same interval not belonging toW+mj , because E(p, t) is a focal point
of some other point in M . In accordance, for (p, t1) and (p, t2) in
M×(0, π), we say (p, t1) is equivalent to (p, t2), denoted (p, t1) ∼ (p, t2),
if the distance functions dq1, for q1 = E(p, t1), and dq2, for q2 = E(p, t2),
have nondegenerate critical points of the same index m at p. We then
let Lmj be the (trivial) line bundle
(8.5)
Lmj := {(p, t) ∈ M × (0, π) : (p, t) ∼ (p, t0) for some (p, t0) ∈ Wmj}
over U+mj .
Lemma 54. Lmj \W
+
mj is of Hausdorff codimension at least 2 in Lmj .
In particular, Lmj and U
+
mj are of finite number of ends.
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Proof. By the openness of W+mj , we know Lmj \W
+
mj is closed in Lmj .
We next show that Lmj \W
+
mj is of Hausdorff codimension at least 2.
Consider the restriction of the map E on Lmj \W
+
mj given by
f := (p, t) ∈ Lmj \W
+
mj 7→ E(p, t) ∈ F .
Note that f is a finite-to-one map. This is because for any z ∈ F ,
the height function ℓz is a perfect Morse-Bott function, and each p, for
which some point of the form (p, t) is in f−1(z), is a nondegenerate
critical point of index m of ℓz on the taut hypersurface M . Such a
nondegenerate critical point is a critical submanifold. Hence the total
number of such points is no more than bm, the m-th Betti number of
M .
The image of f is a closed subset of F of Hausdorff codimension at
least 2 by Lemma 49. E is a local diffeomorphism at (p, t) ∈ Lmj when
it is restricted to Lmj . Hence, there is a neighborhood Y(p,t) ⊂ Lmj
around each (p, t) ∈ Lmj \W
+
mj such that f restricted to Y(p,t) ∩ (Lmj \
W+mj) is a homeomorphism into F . It follows that the Hausdorff (n−2)-
measure of Lmj \W
+
mj is at most bm times that of F , which is null in
the ambient sphere Sn. So, Lmj \W
+
mj is of Hausdorff codimension at
least 2 in Lmj . In particular, Lmj \W
+
mj does not disconnect Lmj .
We now apply Remark 45 with S = Lmj \W
+
mj , M = Lmj and X =
M \ S = W+mj . Since X has a finite number of ends, it follows that S
has finitely many components all of which are open in S. Now, suppose
M has infinitely many ends. Then there is a decreasing sequence of
open sets X1, X2, . . ., in X such that X \Xj is compact, ∩jXj = ∅ and
the number of unbounded connected components of Xj increasingly
diverges to infinity. As S has finitely many components S1, . . . , St,
all of which are of Hausdorff codimension at least 2, S1, . . . , St cannot
disconnect the connected components of Xj. We see Xj \ S form a
decreasing sequence whose disconnected components diverge to infinity,
so thatW+mj =M \S will have infinitely many ends. This contradiction
establishes that Lmj has a finite number of ends. Since Lmj is a trivial
line bundle over U+mj , so that Lmj ≃ U
+
mj ×R, it follows that U
+
mj has
a finite number of ends. 
Corollary 55. W+mj is disjoint from W
+
ml if and only if U
+
mj is disjoint
from U+ml. In particular, U
+
m has finitely many ends.
Proof. The backward direction is clear. To prove the forward direction,
suppose p ∈ U+mj ∩ U
+
ml. Let X := U
+
mj ∪ U
+
ml and let Y := W
+
mj ∪W
+
ml.
Since X is open and connected, we can form the (trivial) line bundle
L over X , where L consists of (p, t), p ∈ X, such that the distance
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function dq, for q = E(p, t), has a nondegenerate critical point of index
m at p. Then L = Lmj ∪ Lml and Y ⊂ L by construction. However,
the analysis in Lemma 54 shows that L\Y is of Hausdorff codimension
at least 2; therefore, Y is connected, and so W+mj and W
+
ml cannot be
disjoint.
Now that U+m is the finite disjoint union of all U
+
mj , each of which has
finitely many ends, it follows that the same is true for U+m. 
Corollary 56. U+m is dense in (U
∗
m)
+. In particular, (U∗m)
+ has a finite
number of connected components.
Proof. Suppose that U+m is not dense in (U
∗
m)
+. Then there is an open
set X ⊂ (U∗m)
+ that is disjoint from U+m. Similar to Corollary 55, let
us introduce the line bundle L over X , which consists of all points
(p, t), t > 0, where p ∈ X and dq, for q = E(p, t), has a nondegenerate
critical point of index m at p.
Every point (p, t) ∈ L is mapped to F via the map E, since p ∈
(U∗m)
+ \ U+m. As we see in Lemma 54, the map f of Lemma 54 on L
is finite-to-one and regular at every point of L. Thus, the image of f
contains an open set of dimension n = dimL. This contradicts the fact
that the Hausdorff codimension of F is at least two. Thus, U+m is dense
in (U∗m)
+.
In particular, (U∗m)
+ also has a finite number of connected compo-
nents, because any of its components will contain at least one compo-
nent of U+m. 
Recall that we say a point p is a good point in the taut hypersurface
M if the multiplicities of the principal curvatures are locally constant
around p. We denote the set of good points by G. We know G is open
and dense in M .
Our convention is that we label the principal curvature functions
by λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn−1. When we say (m1, m2, . . . , mg) is a given
sequence of principal multiplicities, we mean that
λ1 = · · · = λm1 , λm1+1 = · · · = λm1+m2 , . . . ,
so that mi is the multiplicity of the i
th largest distinct principal curva-
ture.
Lemma 57. There is a dense open subset of G such that for any p in
the subset, there is a point q ∈ Z between any two focal points on the
normal exponential circle E(p, t), t > 0.
Proof. Let X be a connected component of G assuming multiplicities
(m1, m2, . . . , mµ). Let σs = m1 + · · · + ms, for 1 ≤ s ≤ µ. Then
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X ⊂ (U∗σs)
+. Then Corollary 56 implies that X ∩ U+σs is dense and
open in X . 
Definition 58. We let G◦ be the largest dense open subset of G over
which Lemma 57 is true.
Lemma 59. Let g be the maximum number of distinct principal cur-
vatures on M . Let M := (m1, . . . , mg) be a given maximal sequence of
multiplicities. Let OM ⊂ G
◦ be the (open) subset of G◦ attaining these
multiplicities. Let σj = m1 + · · ·+mj, for 1 ≤ j ≤ g. Then OM is the
intersection of all U+σj .
Proof. The intersection consists of all points p such that there is some
0 < tj < π for which p is of index σj with respect to the distance
function dq, with q = E(p, tj), for each j. So, p must have g principal
curvatures with multiplicities m1, m2, . . . , mg. The maximality of g
implies that mj cannot be broken further into smaller multiplicities.
Moreover, since p ∈ U+σj , there is a t for which E(p, t) between the two
appropriate focal points is in Z. We obtain p ∈ G◦. So, ∩U+σj ⊂ OM .
Conversely, since OM ⊂ G
◦, it follows by the definition of U+σj that
OM ⊂ ∩U
+
σj
. 
We now proceed to handle the case of a taut submanifold of dimen-
sion 3 or 4. First we need the following lemma in homology that will
be needed in our proof.
Lemma 60. Let B1 ⊂ B2 be two closed disks. Then the k
th new
topology of the taut submanifold M added between B1∩M and B2 ∩M
is the relative homology
Hk(B2 ∩M,B1 ∩M).
Proof. This follows from the exact sequence
→ Hk(B1 ∩M)
i
→ Hk(B2 ∩M)→ Hk(B2 ∩M,B1 ∩M)
j
→ Hk−1(B1 ∩M)
i
→ Hk−1(B2 ∩M)→
and the fact that i is injective by the injectivity property of tautness,
so that j is surjective. It follows that
Hk(B2 ∩M) = Hk(B1 ∩M)⊕Hk(B2 ∩M,B1 ∩M),
and hence the conclusion. 
Corollary 61. If B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂ B3 are three closed disks, then
Hk(B3 ∩M,B1 ∩M) = Hk(B3 ∩M,B2 ∩M)⊕Hk(B2 ∩M,B1 ∩M).
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Thus, Hk(B3 ∩M,B1 ∩M) is surjective to both Hk(B3 ∩M,B2 ∩M)
and Hk(B2 ∩M,B1 ∩M).
Proof. Given three abelian groups A → B → C, where each arrow is
an embedding, then C/B = (C/A)/(B/A). 
Lemma 62. Suppose dimM = 4.
(a) If the maximum number of principal curvatures is ≥ 3, then multi-
plicities (1, 3), (3, 1) and (2, 2) cannot exist on open sets.
(b)If the maximum number of principal curvatures is 4, then the points
with multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1) and (2, 1, 1), at which the number of
principal curvatures is not locally constant, cannot be approached by a
sequence coming from an open set of points of the same multiplicities.
Proof. (a) Suppose the multiplicities are (1, 3) on an open set O. Let
x ∈ O and let p be a boundary point of O. Let c(t) be a smooth
curve with c(0) = x and c(1) = p. We can assume that c(t) ∈ O for
0 ≤ t < 1. Otherwise, let t0 be the first value of t such that q = c(t0)
is not in O, and replace p by q.
Since p is a boundary point of O, there must be a sequence of points
with multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1) or (1, 1, 1, 1) that converges to p.
The multiplicities must remain (1, 3) at p; otherwise, the list of mul-
tiplicities would drop to the single multiplicity (4), and this is impos-
sible, because a taut hypersurface with a single umbilic point must be
a totally umbilic sphere. We will handle the case where a sequence of
points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2) approaches p. The other cases are
very similar.
At each point c(t), 0 ≤ t < 1, the curvature surface S(t) correspond-
ing to the principal curvature λ of multiplicity 3 is a 3-dimensional met-
ric sphere which is the intersection of the corresponding 4-dimensional
curvature sphere Σ(t) with a 4-dimensional plane P (t). As we take the
limit as t approaches 1, these 4-dimensional planes P (t) approach a lim-
iting 4-plane P (1) that intersects the 4-dimensional curvature sphere
Σ(1) in a 3-dimensional sphere S(1), which must be the 3-dimensional
curvature surface corresponding to λ at p. On the other hand, consider
a sequence of points {yi} where the multiplicities are (1, 1, 2) that ap-
proaches p. For each yi, the 2-dimensional curvature surface Ci through
yi corresponding to the principal curvature of multiplicity 2 is a topset
for the spherical distance function centered at the corresponding focal
point. Thus, by tautness, Ci represents a nontrivial 2-dimensional ho-
mology class in M . As yi approaches p, these Ci approach a 2-cycle
C in the curvature surface S(1) that is nontrivial in the 2-dimensional
homology of S(1). This is a contradiction, since S(1) is a 3-sphere
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and has trivial 2-dimensional homology. A similar proof shows that
multiplicities (3, 1) cannot exist on an open set.
Next suppose that the multiplicities are (2, 2) on an open set O. As
in the argument above, let x ∈ O and let p be a boundary point of O.
Let c(t) be a smooth curve with c(0) = x, c(1) = p and c(t) ∈ O for
0 ≤ t < 1. Then the multiplicities must be (2, 2) at p, because neither
of the two multiplicities can drop to 1 at the limit point p and the
single multiplicity (4) is impossible. Since p is a boundary point of O,
there must be a sequence of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (2, 1, 1)
or (1, 1, 1, 1) that converges to p. We will handle the case where the
multiplicities are (1, 1, 2), and the others are handled similarly.
Then as in the argument above, at each point c(t), 0 ≤ t < 1, the
curvature surface S(t) corresponding to the first principal curvature λ
of multiplicity 2 is a 2-dimensional metric sphere which is the inter-
section of the corresponding 4-dimensional curvature sphere Σ(t) with
a 3-dimensional plane P (t). As we take the limit as t approaches 1,
these 3-dimensional planes P (t) approach a limiting 3-plane P (1) that
intersects the 4-dimensional curvature sphere Σ(1) in a 2-dimensional
sphere S(1), which must be the 2-dimensional curvature surface cor-
responding to λ at p. On the other hand, there is a sequence {yi}
approaching p such that the multiplicities are (1, 1, 2) at yi. For each
yi, the 1-dimensional curvature surface Ci through yi corresponding to
the first principal curvature of multiplicity 1 is a topset for the spheri-
cal distance function centered at the corresponding focal point. Thus,
Ci represents a nontrivial 1-dimensional homology class in M . As yi
approaches p, these Ci approach a 1-cycle C in the curvature surface
S(1) that is nontrivial in the 1-dimensional homology of S(1). This is
a contradiction, since S(1) is a 2-sphere and has trivial 1-dimensional
homology.
(b) In the case of multiplicities (1, 1, 2) or (2, 1, 1), the same type of
argument takes care of this statement, since one can produce a point p
with the given multiplicities that is also a limit of a sequence of points
with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). Then the nondegenerate critical manifold
at p corresponding to the principal curvature of multiplicity two is a
metric 2-sphere S. However, since p can be approached by a sequence
of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1), one can produce a top 1-cycle
C in S that is nontrivial in the 1-dimensional homology of S, which is
a contradiction.
In the case of multiplicities (1, 2, 1), we need to modify the argument
slightly. As above, the nondegenerate critical manifold at p correspond-
ing to the principal curvature of multiplicity two is a metric 2-sphere S,
and we can also approach p by a sequence of points with multiplicities
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(1, 1, 1, 1). However, in this case, the 1-dimensional circles approaching
p corresponding to the second and third multiplicities are not top sets.
We can see that they still contribute in a nontrivial way to homology
by the following argument.
At the point p, the multiplicities are (1, 2, 1), and p is a limit point of
the open connected set O on which the multiplicities are (1, 2, 1). Let
q be the second focal point of M at p corresponding to the principal
curvature of multiplicity two. As above, we can also approach p by a
sequence of points in the open set U with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). Thus
near p, we can find points x ∈ O and y ∈ U , with corresponding second
focal points u and v near q such that the height functions ℓu(x) = a,
ℓv(y) = b, and positive numbers ǫ and δ such that
(8.6)
Ma−ǫ(ℓu) ⊂M
−
b−δ(ℓv) ⊂Mb(ℓv), Ma(ℓu) ⊂M
−
b+δ(ℓv) ⊂Ma+ǫ(ℓu).
Furthermore, using a genericity argument, we can assume that the
points x and y are chosen so that the critical submanifolds of the cor-
responding height functions ℓu and ℓv are at distinct levels, and we may
choose ǫ and δ sufficiently small so that a (respectively b) is the only
critical value between a− ǫ and a+ ǫ (respectively, between b− δ and
b+ δ).
Lemma 60 says that the new kth homology between the levels a− ǫ
and a + ǫ of ℓu is
(8.7) Hk(Ma+ǫ(ℓu),Ma−ǫ(ℓu)).
Corollary 61 says that the group in equation 8.7 is surjective to
(8.8) Hk(Ma+ǫ(ℓu),Mb−δ(ℓv)),
where in Lemma 60, we take
B1 ∩M = Ma−ǫ(ℓu), B2 ∩M =Mb−δ(ℓv), B3 ∩M = Ma+ǫ(ℓu).
The same lemma says that the group in equation 8.8 is surjective to
(8.9) Hk(Mb+δ(ℓv),Mb−δ(ℓv)),
where
B1 ∩M = Mb−δ(ℓv), B2 ∩M = Mb+δ(ℓv), B3 ∩M = Ma+ǫ(ℓu).
It follows from these considerations that the group in equation 8.7 is
surjective to the group in equation 8.9. However, by Morse-Bott critical
point theory (see [7, Theorem 20.2, p. 239]), we have
(8.10) Hk(Ma+ǫ(ℓu),Ma−ǫ(ℓu)) = Hk−µ(W ),
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where W is the critical manifold of ℓu at x and µ is the index at x.
Similarly, we have
(8.11) Hk(Mb+δ(ℓv),Mb−δ(ℓv)) = Hk−ν(V ),
where V is the critical submanifold of ℓv at y and ν is the index at y.
Now the critical submanifold W at x is a 2-sphere of index µ = 1,
whereas the critical submanifold V at y is a circle of index ν = 1.
Using k = 2 in equations 8.10 and 8.11, we see that 0 = H1(W,Z2) is
surjective to H1(V,Z2) = Z2. This is a contradiction. 
Theorem 63. Let M be a compact taut hypersurface in Sn that is not
a hypersphere.
(I) If dimM = 3, then M is algebraic.
(II) If dimM = 4, then M is algebraic.
Proof. (I) We first establish that generically, i.e., on a dense open set,
there is only one sequence of multiplicities. For dimM = 3, if no points
assume multiplicities (1, 1, 1), then we have the proper Dupin case of
two distinct principal curvatures at every point. This follows from the
fact that no umbilic points can exist, since M is not a hypersphere. In
this case, M is algebraic by Corollary 32.
In the case where there is an open set on which the multiplicities
are (1, 1, 1), the same type of argument used in the multiplicities (1, 3)
case in Lemma 62 shows that the multiplicities (2, 1) and (1, 2) cannot
exist on open sets. Thus, the multiplicities are (1, 1, 1) on the dense
open subset G of M .
Now, consider A := (U∗1 )
+ and B := (U∗1 )
−. The set A consists
of points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1) or (1, 2) and B with multiplicities
(1, 1, 1) or (2, 1). The sets A and B both have finitely many connected
components, and their union is all of M . Let W := A ∩ B be the set
on which the multiplicities are (1, 1, 1). The Mayer-Vietoris sequence
← H1(M)← H0(W )← H0(A)⊕H0(B)← H0(M)← 0
gives thatW = G has finitely many connected components. Hence, the
local finiteness property holds onM , andM is algebraic by Theorem 37.
(II)(a) Let dimM = 4. First consider the case where the maximum
number of distinct principal curvatures is two. Since M is not a hy-
persphere, there cannot be an umbilic point, and therefore the number
of distinct principal curvatures must be two at all points. Thus, M is
proper Dupin, and M is algebraic by Corollary 32.
Next consider the case when the maximum number of distinct prin-
cipal curvatures is three. Note, in general, that the set assuming
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multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1) or (2, 1, 1) is automatically open by the
maximality of the number of distinct principal curvatures. As a con-
sequence, only the multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1) can possibly
exist on open sets by Lemma 62.
Consider A := (U∗1 )
+, B := (U∗2 )
+ and C := (U∗3 )
+. The set A
consists of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), (1, 3), B with
multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (2, 1, 1), (2, 2), and C with multiplicities (1, 2, 1),
(2, 1, 1), (3, 1). Each of A,B,C has finitely many connected compo-
nents, and M is the union of these three sets.
Consider A and D := B ∪ C. Being a union, D also has a finite
number of connected components. NowM = A∪D andW := A∩D =
U ∪ V , where U is the open set of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2)
and V is the open set of points with multiplicities (1, 2, 1). Hence,
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence applied to A and D implies that W has
finitely many connected components. As the open sets U and V are
disjoint, it follows that each of U and V has finitely many connected
components. A similar consideration establishes that the set of points
with multiplicities (2, 1, 1) also has a finite number of components by
considering B and A∪C. Hence, the set G has finitely many connected
components. Therefore, the local finiteness property holds on M , and
M is algebraic by Theorem 37.
(II)(b) Assume now that the maximum number of multiplicities is
4. By Lemma 62, multiplicities (1, 3), (3, 1) and (2, 2) cannot exist on
open sets. Meanwhile, the set of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1) is
open.
Since by Lemma 62, a point with multiplicities (1, 1, 2) (or (1, 2, 1)
or (2, 1, 1)) at which the number of principal curvatures is not locally
constant cannot be approached by a sequence coming from an open
set of points of the same multiplicities, we see that such points must
be entirely surrounded by points with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). As a
result, an open set of points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2) will approach
boundary points with multiplicities either (1, 3) or (2, 2).
The set G of good points are those with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1) and
the points with multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), or (2, 1, 1) that exist on
open sets. G is open and dense in M . We let S be the subset of Gc
consisting of points of multiplicities (1, 3), (3, 1) or (2, 2). We wish to
establish that the local finiteness property is true.
Firstly, S is closed in M . This is because any converging sequence
of points of the indicated multiplicities must maintain the same type
of multiplicities.
We next show that M \ S has finitely many connected components.
It comes down to showing that A := (U∗1 )
+ (respectively, B := (U∗2 )
+
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or C := (U∗3 )
+), with points of multiplicities (1, 3) (respectively, (2, 2)
or (3, 1)) removed, has only finitely many connected components; for
then the union of the three resulting sets is exactly M \S, which, being
a union, must have finitely many connected components. However, as
before, this follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence applied to the
open covers A and B∪C of M , etc. Note that A is composed of points
with multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1) or (1, 3), B with multi-
plicities (1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (2, 1, 1) or (2, 2), and C with multiplicities
(1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1) or (3, 1). Hence, A ∩ (B ∪ C) is exactly A
with points of multiplicities (1, 3) removed.
Lastly, we verify that each point in Gc \ S has a open neighborhood
W in M such that W ∩ G contains finitely many connected open sets
whose union is dense in W .
As mentioned earlier, Gc \ S is completely surrounded by points of
multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). For each point p ∈ Gc \ S of multiplicities
(1, 1, 2), there is a small neighborhood of it which contains no points
of multiplicities (1, 2, 1) or (2, 1, 1), etc. In other words, The sets
T1, T2, T3 of points of multiplicities (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), (2, 1, 1), respec-
tively, are contained in disjoint open sets O1, O2, O3, respectively, where
Oi \ Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, consists of only points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1).
Let X ⊂ (U3)
+ be the subset of points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1). X
is dense in the set of points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1) by Lemmas 57
and 59. It follows that T1 is contained in the end sets of the finitely
many end components E1, . . . , Es of U
+
3 on which the multiplicities re-
main (1, 1, 1, 1). Let W be the union of O1 above and E1, . . . , Es. (O1
is the union of neighborhoods of points of multiplicities (1, 1, 2). We
make sure each of these neighborhoods is so small that its intersec-
tion with U+3 is contained in the end components E1, . . . , Es.) Then
W ∩G consists of only points of multiplicities (1, 1, 1, 1), and moreover
contains open sets E1, . . . , Es whose union is dense in W .
Similarly, the same conclusion is true for points of multiplicities
(2, 1, 1) and (1, 2, 1) in Gc with U+3 replaced by U
+
1 and U
+
2 , respec-
tively. Hence, M is algebraic. 
Remark 64. In fact, the proof of (I) and (II)(a) are the same as that of
(II)(b) in a hidden way. For (II)(a), Gc is the set of points with mul-
tiplicities (1, 3), (3, 1) or (2, 2), which coincides with S, so that the set
Gc \ S = ∅, and the local finiteness condition is automatically satisfied
on Gc \ S. Similarly for (I), we have Gc = S, which is the set of points
with multiplicities (1, 2) or (2, 1).
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Recall that an embedding f : M → Rn is said to be substantial if
the image of f does not lie in any affine hyperplane in Rn.
Theorem 65. Let M be a compact taut m-dimensional submanifold in
Sn ⊂ Rn+1. If m ≤ 4, then M is algebraic.
Proof. Banchoff [1] showed that a taut compact 1-dimensional subman-
ifold of Sn must be a metric circle in Sn, which is certainly algebraic.
In the same paper, he also showed that if M is a taut compact 2-
dimensional surface substantially embedded in Sn, then M is a metric
2-sphere, a cyclide of Dupin in S3, or a spherical Veronese surface
V ⊂ S4. All of these surfaces are algebraic.
Next let M be a compact taut 3-dimensional submanifold of codi-
mension k+1 in Sn ⊂ Rn+1. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that M is substantially embedded in Rn+1. We want to consider the
tube Mǫ of radius ǫ > 0 over M in S
n, where ǫ is sufficiently small so
that Mǫ is an embedded hypersurface in S
n. By a theorem of Pinkall
[19], we know thatMǫ is a taut hypersurface in S
n. We can parametrize
Mǫ by the map φǫ : UN(M) → S
n, where UN(M) is the unit normal
bundle of M in Sn, given by
φǫ(x, ξ) = cos ǫx+ sin ǫξ,
where ξ is a unit normal vector to M at x. Then
η = − sin ǫx+ cos ǫξ,
is a unit normal vector to the tube Mǫ at the point y = φǫ(x, ξ). In
[6, pp. 131-132] a formula is given for the principal curvatures of the
shape operator Aη of Mǫ at y in terms of the shape operator Aξ of M
at x. There it is shown that Aη has a principal curvature µ0 = cot(−ǫ)
of multiplicity k and principal curvatures
µi = cot(θi − ǫ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3,
where λi = cot θi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, for 0 < θ3 < θ2 < θ1 < π, are the prin-
cipal curvatures of Aξ at x. Thus each µi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, has the same
multiplicity as the corresponding λi. Therefore, on Mǫ the multiplici-
ties of the principal curvatures must take the form (k, 1, 1, 1), (k, 1, 2)
or (k, 2, 1). Note that (k, 3) is not possible, for then Aξ would have a
principal curvature of multiplicity 3 at x, i.e., all the principal curva-
tures of Aξ would be equal at x. Then, if p is the first focal point along
the normal geodesic in Sn from x in the direction ξ, tautness implies
that the height function ℓp must have both an absolute maximum and
an absolute minimum at x (see [6, Lemma 1.24, p. 122]). Thus all of
M lies in in hyperplane in Rn+1 orthogonal to p. This contradicts the
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assumption that M is substantial in Rn+1, and so the multiplicities
(k, 3) cannot occur on Mǫ.
As in the 3-dimensional hypersurface case in Theorem 63, multiplic-
ities (k, 1, 2), respectively, (k, 2, 1), cannot exist on open sets in Mǫ,
unless the multiplicities have the constant values (1, 2), respectively,
(2, 1), on the unit normal bundle UN(M) of M . In that case, the tube
Mǫ is a proper Dupin hypersurface, and so Mǫ and M are algebraic
by Theorem 37. Hence, the only remaining case is when multiplicities
have the values (1, 1, 1) on a dense open subset of UN(M).
Then another application of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence applied to
the sets (U∗1 )
+ and (U∗2 )
+ for the tube Mǫ shows that the generic mul-
tiplicities (k, 1, 1, 1) exist on only finitely many connected components.
Thus, Mǫ satisfies the local finiteness property and is algebraic, and so
M is algebraic by Theorem 37.
Suppose now that M is a compact taut 4-dimensional submanifold
substantially embedded in Sn ⊂ Rn+1 with codimension k + 1 in Sn.
By the same construction as above, the possible multiplicities on Mǫ
are
(k, 1, 1, 1, 1), (k, 1, 1, 2), (k, 1, 2, 1), (k, 2, 1, 1), (k, 1, 3), (k, 3, 1), (k, 2, 2).
Then the same arguments used to prove Lemma 62 and Theorem 63
(II) can be applied here by just adjoining the multiplicity k at the
beginning, and thus we conclude that Mǫ is algebraic, and so M is
algebraic.

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